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Dresses are incredibly uncomfortable when you've got at least two

knives strapped to the inside of your thighs— amongst other things. It

kind of ruins the whole vibe because instead of feeling ' confidently

sexy' like the ad says from the store I bought this navy blue, flowing

dress from— I feel like a walking cactus. I truly preferred guns in

undercover work, but the security at the Four Seasons was amped up

to an insane degree and I've barely had time to plant any sort of

firearm inside before the event.

So there I am, plastering on a smile as I saunter down the elegantly

decorated hall, lines with high ceilings and windows covered in silken

curtains— dressed to the nines with such a painfully feigned smile on

my red lips like the tip of the knife wasn't inches away from my

privates.

Because thats definitely sexy.

"Name?" The large man situated by the entrance to the grand

ballroom sets his eyes on me, thick accent seeping through his words

as his fingers impatiently tap at the clipboard in his hand.

"Aliana Sokalova." I promptly reply, desperately trying to relax my

body to an insconspicuous degree as his dark brown eyes scan over

his list.

"Are you here alone?" He asks, eyes still trained on the clipboard in

his hands as the distant sounds of flashing cameras and loud pleas of

photographers by the entrance of the hotel pierce through the air.

"She's with me." An unfamiliar female voice chimes in right as I feel

an arm around my waist. Her french accent was prominent in her

words, almost sultry in tone as confusion swarms my entirety.

With my nerves perking up at the unforseen interruption, my head

instantly snaps to the newfound presence by my side and there she

stood, a woman who looked only a few years older and dripped of

elegance. With a face seemingly ripped out of a magazine, her long,

blonde hair was perfectly curled, lips painted dark crimson as her

cheeks were tainted with an perfectly subtle blush. She smiles at me,

light blue eyes that could have held the waves of the ocean sparkled

under the crystal illumination— rendering me speechless under her

oozing confidence.

"Of course, Ms. Augustin. My apologies. Right inside, your table is

waiting." The man shi s demeanor right before my eyes, his scowl

then replaced by a cordial smile as he unhooks the velvet rope and

pushes the large, oak doors open for our entry.

Without another word, the woman hooks her arm around mine,

leading me inside in a smooth stride. The ballroom was all that I

imagined— and expected. Largely elegant chandeliers hung from the

high ceilings, the light fixtures the surrounded it almost looked like

diamonds sparkling the light and pouring it down in the most

sophisticated manner. The tables didn't disappoint either, plastered

with graceful center pieces that matched the glamorous aura that

every single person in the room gave o .

"I'm sorry but I think you've mistaken me for somebody else." I finally

speak up, glancing at the woman as we stood halfway through the

room with our arms still tightly linked.

"I don't make mistakes, darling. You're my date." She replies with a

smile, further spiraling me into confusion as we stop at a table

plastered with men dressed in crisp, pressed suits.

Cigars sat between their fingers as they laughed amongst

themselves, each having a glass of liquor situated before them as all

eyes turn to us at our arrival. Quite frankly, all snobby white men

looked the same to me. Same greying hair slicked back, same slimy

smiles and arrogant stares. They were no di erent, but the woman

didn't seem to mind the way their eyes maliciously gloss over her, like

she was some kind of item they were willing to buy.

"Ah— Estelle! You made it!" One of the men exclaim, his vivacious

tone accompanied by a lively accent as he shoots out of his seat,

treading around the table to plant sloppy kisses on both her cheeks.

"What grander way to spend the night, no?" The woman I deducted

to be Estelle replies without missing a beat, unlinking our arms to

shake the hands of the men who practically lined up for her.

"Oh where are my manners! This is Aliana Sokalova, my date." Estelle

beams, diverting the attention to me— which was exactly what I

didn't want.

"Aliana... Have we met before?" One of the men turn to me, his british

accent sounding around us as he extends a hand out, that I obviously

take— much against my liking.

"I don't suppose so." I put on a smile, fighting down the disgust as he

brings my hand up to his lips— planting a scratchy, dry kiss upon my

knuckles.

"Yes, yes. I'd definitely remember if we did. I'm Arthur Hampstead."

He took no shame in his wandering eyes, dropping my hands as I

keep a painfully forced smile.

"Please, ladies. Take a seat." One of them say and Estelle happily

complies, but not before pulling my seat out with a sly wink my way.

'Do you have eyes on the target?' The miniature device buzzes in my

ear, quickly pulling me back into the reality of my purpose.

"There's a situation. I'm handling it." I mask my words behind a

cough, my hand flying to cover my mouth as their obnoxiously loud

conversation drowns me out.

Their talks of proud business and money, their not so subtle slips of

arrogance— taking any and every chance to boast their deals, their

money and houses and cars, throwing it out like it was all that made

up who they are. Estelle on the other hand, sat there with a perfectly

mint smile, nodding and humming along like she was used to having

such shallow conversations every day. She'd throw in some measly

compliment, blue eyes glimmering with amusement as their egos are

so blatantly stroked. It was appalling.

"The fi h yacht i've bought this year— yes. My son, Adrian has taken a

liking to sailing, like father like son I tell you!" One of the men

exclaimed, laughter filling the table that makes me want to rip my

ears o .

"Aliana, what business are your parents in? I don't think I've gotten

the chance to ask." The same man, who I really don't care enough to

remember the name of— promptly asks me.

"He's... a doctor. My mother died a few years ago so it's only him and

I." I swi ly reply, a steady calmness in my tone as intrigue sparks all of

their eyes— including Estelle's.

"A doctor? Have I heard of him? I just made a sizeable donation to

Bakulev Research Center." He hums in thought, all eyes glued to me

as I take a chance and nod.

"Possibly. He's in the cardiovascular department. I'm sorry, i've got to

make a quick trip to the powder room. Gentlemen." I quickly remark,

sending them all polite smiles as I retreat from my seat, taking the

opportunity to scan the room on the way to the bathroom for the

only person who actually held my interest.

Ivan Abramov.

An up and coming politician with ties to the president and refuses to

pay a he y debt. I can't really say he hasn't been warned, a er a year

long chase— I suppose i've become the last resort. My main and only

goal for the night, is to make Ivan pay— in more ways than what only

involved money. I've got a list of possible procedures— a restricted

list due to my lack of firearms but creativity can be fun, if done right.

And I am a very creative person.

I spot him in one of the tables near the stage where an orchestra

played, their angelic harmony filling the large room as my eyes stay

on Ivan— who was laughing along with a few notable names and a

drink in his hand. As I get closer, making a purposeful detour right

around his table— our eyes meet. Hopped up on liquor and power,

his eyes travel down my body— spiraling with lust that I play to my

advantage. I return his malicious smirk before returning my eyes

ahead, glancing his way before I disappear out the side door and

head to the bathroom.

" Located the target." I subtly press on the device in my ear, my words

as hushed as the wind as I keep my confident strides.

I keep my vision steady, even when I hear another pair of footsteps on

my trail. With a mischievous smile painted on my red lips, I make sure

to turn down the corner that led to the large, handicapped bathroom.

It was spacious, private and people don't make a fuss if its occupied

for a long time— y'know, for moral reasons. I make sure to leave the

lock unturned, standing by the mirror as I hear the door creak open to

my side— followed quickly by the click of the lock. With my plan

smoothly in motion, I put on a sultry smile that is quickly erased

when Estelle shows up in the reflection behind me.

"What the f— what are you doing?" I spin around, our bodies just a

hair away from pressing against each other as her eyes go over my

features, shamelessly taking her time and lingering on my lips.

On any other occasion, I maybe would have enjoyed it. A beautiful

woman looking at me like she was ready to devour me whole? Who

wouldn't want that? But right now, all that stood between me and my

mission was Estelle, and i'm not the type to put pleasure over

business. Especially when the business was worth millions— and my

life.

"I wanted to accompany you, as women do." Her low, hoarse voice

engulfs us both in a sweet whisper as she puts on an innocent smile,

taking a small step back to put space between us.

"Who are you?" I breathe, matching her volume as my eyes stay

unwavering on her face.

My words only seem to heighten her amusement, because she

releases a small laugh before treading backwards— hitting the wall

and li ing a leg up for the sole of her heel to lay flat against the

surface. Her sparkling grey dress rode up just enough, the slit

positioned perfectly to part above her thigh, cascading down with

e ortless ease— all without breaking eye contact.

"I thought you were— how do they say— ' one of the best'" She hums,

her smirk never dropping from her lips as my brows twitch into a

furrow. With as much subtlety as I could muster, my hands travel to

my side, riding up the slit of my dress until I feel the thick strap

wrapped around my thigh.

"That's not a very good idea, Aliana." She drags the name out in a

condescending challenge, keeping her smile plastered on as my

hands still.

"Who sent you?" I try once again, giving in and dropping my arms to

my side as I back up to lean against the counter of the sink.

"You are so very full of questions, mon amour. I know what you've

come to do." She clicks her tongue, shaking her head as she pushes

herself o  of the wall— approaching me at an agonizingly slow pace.

"So young, so beautiful— so naïve." She dramatically sighs, stopping

inches away— close enough for me to physically feel her body press

against me with every breath she took.

In one swi  motion, I'm able to swipe the knife from my thigh and

step around her— forcing her into a position where my arm wrapped

tightly around her neck with my knife situated firmly against her

jugular. We stood before the mirror, my steady breaths hitting her

ears as she never loses composure, not even a single falter of

confidence a as she looked back at our reflection— like she expected

it.

"This is the last time i'm going to ask, i'm not a very patient person." I

whisper against her ear, her perfume filling the air with my every

inhale.

"You're good— predictable, but good." She hums, a casual shrug

shi ing us as she melts into my front, head hanging back to rest

against my shoulder— giving me more access to her neck.

"But not good enough." She whispers amidst a smile as I feel her

finger tap against the side of my thigh. With hesitance, I look down to

find her holding a syringe, waiting just above my skin, barely breaking

barrier as her thumb rested upon the handle.

"You slit my throat and I poison you, what a romantic way to die— in

each other's arms, no?" She beams, turning just enough for her nose

to brush against my cheek.

"I wonder if you'll be able to heal from such a... complicated venom."

She adds, clearly referencing her knowledge of my abilities.

"I'm not here to kill you, Lara Kovacs." She slowly drags out, the

surprise of my name falling from her lips enough to loosen my grip—

stepping away with horror as she turns to face me, promptly tossing

the syringe into the trash bin with perfect accuracy. a1

"How do you—" I stammer, but she's already glided close enough to

press her manicured finger against my lips.

"I'm not here to ruin your mission. I've only come to, per se, watch

you in action. I wanted to see for myself if you are what i've heard."

She explains smoothly, retreating her lipstick stained finger as her

eyes linger on the crimson spot contrasting against her pale skin.

"You are everything and more, Lara Kovacs. It was a pleasure to be

your date." She looks to me, eyes sparkling under the crisp

illumination as she heads for the door, stopping halfway out to look

over her shoulder.

"I'll send Ivan your way. Best of luck, mon amour." She coos, letting

the door shut behind her and leaving me in a sea of silence and...

confusion.

And she does as promised.

Less than five minutes later, Ivan Abramov saunters in on a seemingly

drug fuelled, intoxicated high. A er all, nose candy never runs out in

these types of functions. With his pupils blown and a sloppy smile, he

fumbles for the lock behind him as he stumbles my way. He mumbles

lazily through his thick, russian accent— hands wasting no time

finding my body as a smile creeps up on my face.

Only one of us walked out of that bathroom.

Hotel sta  found him hours a er the event ended, hunched over the

toilet with his head swimming in his own vomit. Headlines called it an

overdose, some theorized a homicide but eventually it was ruled out

and the case was open and shut. I get back to my own hotel at almost

3 in the morning, exhausted but still lingering in the accomplished

feeling of a job well done. It was easier, knowing the life you've taken

would do the world a favor. Ivan was also known to be... keen on

younger women. By younger, I mean barely pubescent women.

As horrifying as it is to admit, watching him squirm and choke— was

gratifying. So I basked in the pride as the adrenaline courses through

my veins, I could feel it in my fingertips. When I reach my room, my

instincts kick in as the silence greets me— but something was wrong.

I could tell in the depths of my gut, so with as much caution as

possible and a hand already around the knife i've retrieved from my

thigh, I tread down the short hallway, checking the empty bathroom

before being greeted by a single note on my bed.

a drink for a successful night, my treat. see you downstairs, mon

amour.

Almost instantly, intrigue perks up in every inch of me as I held the

paper in my hand, my eyes glossing over the lipstick mark at the

bottom le  as the memories from the bathroom come rushing back. I

still had no clue who that woman is, how she knew my name, my

location— even my mission. In the corner of my room, sat a du el bag

which I assumed to be filled to the brim with whatever i'd need to

disappear once more. Cash, passports and sometimes even clothes.

I knew I could take the bag and go, never look back and continue with

my life— spending the rest of it wondering about that night about

that woman. But I don't do well with unanswered questions and

honestly, a drink didn't sound like the worst thing in the world so

with a quick change of wardrobe, I find myself walking into the hotel

bar riddled with businessmen and the sound of a live jazz band that

amped up the sultry, elegant aura. With a quick scan of the area, my

eyes spot familiar blonde locks right by the bartender, her slender

fingers wrapped around a glass as she meets my eyes like she could

tell the exact moment I walked into the room.

" Bonjour, glad to see you've decided to join me." Estelle hums,

bringing the rim of her glass to rest on her lips— eyes lingering on

mine as she finally takes a sip.

"Free drinks. Kind of hard to turn down." I reply swi ly, settling on the

stool right by her side. She still wore the same dress, looking just as

pristine as the beginning of the night as she beckons the bartender

our way.

"Bourbon on the rocks, make it two. Thanks, darling." She sweetly

coos as the man is evidently captivated by her charm, making our

drinks in an instant as Estelle sends him one of her award winning

smiles before sliding a glass over to me.

"Bourbon?" I raise a brow, cautiously wrapping my fingers around the

cool glass as she releases a so  chuckle.

"A drink of champions, from where I come from." She breathes

happily, holding her glass up between us as I meet her halfway with a

hint of hesitance.

"What are we toasting for?" I ask before I bring the glass to my lips,

taking a quick sip and a sharp breath at the liquid trailing down my

throat.

"You, me and Ivan Abramov. To hoping life brings us all we deserve

and more." She proudly announces, going in for another toast as the

clink of our glasses resonate within our little bubble, impenetrable to

the music, the merging conversations— the world.

"Who really are you?" I question, biting back a smile as we set our

glasses down simultaneously. She leans forward, slender forearms

resting upon the edge of the bar as her fingers intertwine to support

her chin.

"Estelle Augustin, for tonight at least. Names are merely...

unwarranted labels. I find them restricting." She casually replies, eyes

set on me with such inviting intensity, like I could melt under her

gaze.

"Why do I have a feeling this invitation has nothing to do with getting

to know each other." I so ly sigh, watching her face light up as she

retreats from the bar, completely shi ing to tilt her seat enough to

face me entirely.

"Women are never meant to be just one thing. We'd need more than a

night for you to truly unravel me and I, my love, can only spare one

just for you." She leans in, lips right next to my ear that it brushes

against my lobe with every word— sending thundering chills beneath

my skin.

"So you're saying I have until sunrise?" I say through a small smirk as

she pulls away, her piercing blue eyes stuck on my lips once more as

she returns my smile.

"If you make the right choices."

Right is entirely subjective, in any situation.

We end up stumbling to my room, lip locked and melting into one

another all the way through the halls. Her hands were latched onto

me, digging through my clothes like our pressed bodies just weren't

close enough. I unlock my door without breaking the kiss, her lips

never leaving mine as she kicks it shut and leads our tangled bodies

to the bed. With liquor and adrenaline coursing through my veins,

there was nothing in the world that could bring me down.

As the sky got lighter, my eyes began to dri . I could feel her on my

chest, her bare skin on mine as her arm hung lazily over my torso. She

trails her long, manicured nails up and down the dip of my stomach,

lightly scratching a trail as her head stayed nuzzled into the crook of

my neck. It was hotter than what I was used to, both of us coated in a

thick layer of sweat a er the... activities we partook in. I tried to fight

o  the sleep with all the strength I could muster, wanting to bask in

such a rare moment of intimacy. It's not every day I get the chance to

be so close to somebody without a finger pressed upon a trigger. a2

A er all, It is my first time.

"You'll be gone when I wake, won't you?" I whisper lightly, feeling her

finger still right in between my chest as her palm lays flat against my

skin. With a gentle carress, she brings a hand up to cup my cheek.

"Tonight was beautiful, no?" She hums, dodging my question as her

thumb lightly traces over my bottom lip.

"Will I ever see you again?" I mumble lazily, turning to rest my head

upon hers as she presses a so  kiss to my lips. 

"The world is smaller than you think, mon amour. The future is

bound by mysteries, that's what makes it divine." She whispers, her

hot breath hitting my skin with every syllable as my breathing slows

into a steady, unbeatable rhythm.

"Everything and more, Lexa Kovacs." Is the last thing I hear as I spiral

into a deep, satisfied slumber for the first time in years. a3

As I said earlier, the right thing is subjective.

Because what was a beautifully passionate night, born of adrenaline

and mystery— was then followed by an entire mess of a morning.

When I woke up, I was alone, as I already expected. What I didn't

expect on the other hand was for ALL my belongings to be gone.

Everything, from my dress the night before to the du el bag full of

things I desperately needed to escape. All that was le , the only trace

that the night wasn't some twisted hallucination, was the clothes

that Estelle so graciously stripped me o  and a note with the same

lipstick print as the one she le  on my bed hours prior.

everything and more.

New York, U.S.A.

2015 a2

"On a scale of one to ten, how formal is this dinner?" I ask in distaste,

curled up at the head of Natasha's bed as she saunters out in an

elegant black jumper, topped o  with a matching blazer that only

really sparks my worry because— I was sitting there in a shirt and

jeans.

And I really wasn't planning on changing.

"You look fine, stop fussing." She dismisses, quickly rummaging

through one of her drawers and pulling out a small pistol to hook on

the inside of her blazer. Natasha catches my watchful gaze, swimming

in intrigue as she sighs.

"I like to be ready." She casually hums, a small pout on her lips as I

throw the covers o  of myself— begrudgingly treading to her

bathroom and looking at myself in the mirror.

I definitely do not look fine. I look like i'd get mistaken for a crazy

gatecrasher if I showed up to Tony's place wearing this. I might as

well be carrying catering supplies. Even if I did want to change, most

— if not all of my clothes were either lost or destroyed. I was lucky to

even find something without a hole big enough to fit both my arms

through. Natasha soon joins me, standing by the doorway as our eyes

meet through the reflection on the mirror.

"You're not letting this go, are you?" She raises a brow, disappearing

out of sight and back into the room before I could even get a word

out.

I practically spent the whole day in Nat's room, sulking and

overthinking about the scare from hours prior. Wanda's remarks

didn't exactly help too, only adding to the things that so painfully

haunted my already cathartic thoughts that rendered me basically

useless for more than twelve hours so Nat— well, she practically took

me in. She let me sink into her duvet and drown myself in

meaningless television and a sulky attitude, much to my gratitude of

course.

"Put this on." Natasha reappears by the door, tossing me an armful of

clothes right as I spin around to face her.

"Try not to mess it up, I actually really like that dress." She calls out,

shutting the door before I could object and leaving me alone in her

bathroom, lost and confused with a dress in my arms.

With no other choice and severe lack of time, I strip out of my

scavenged garments and slip into Nat's black dress, cascading down

to end right above my knees as a small struggle ensued involving a

zipper dead set at the center of my back and my not so flexible arms.

A er a few hushed grunts and irritated glares at my own messy

reflection, I finally get it zipped up.

I was never one for vanity— I liked looking somewhat presentable but

I never felt the need to spend hours before the mirror trying to pretty

up. Unless of course, It involved a disguise. Despite my lack of

concern for how I look, when I saw myself in the mirror's reflection—

It was almost depressing.

I stopped recognizing who I am years ago, but tonight was di erent.

Tonight, I didn't look like a blood stained monster— I just looked

exhausted. I looked defeated, broken and frail standing there in a

dress that wasn't mine with worn out sneakers and a sinking heart. I

really wanted to spend the day in bed, but I owe Nat for keeping that

secret. I already made a mess with Wanda and this party— it's the

least I could do.

"Are you dressed? Can I come in?" Nat calls from the bedroom, her

mu led voice coming in through the cracks of the door as I tear my

eyes away from the mirror in shame.

"Yeah." I reply, and soon enough the door creaks open and Natasha

comes in, leaning by the frame with her eyes on me.

"You look nice." She says flatly, casually as I swi ly turn around to

face her. I put on a small, forced smile and shove down the helpless

feeling as I return her gaze.

"Really? You're not scared i'll steal your thunder? I mean... nobody

will be looking at you if you arrive with me." I tease, a small smirk on

my lips as Nat rolls her eyes.

"With your track record at a Stark party? All eyes will be on you no

matter what. Now come on, you're riding with Steve and I. He doesn't

like being late." She pushes herself o , walking back into the

bedroom as I do the same— closely following behind.

"He's such an old man." I chuckle as Nat does a quick scan of her

room, probably trying to recall if she needed anything more before

we stepped out into the hall.

"He's old school. Literally. The man is like 97." Nat hums, leading us

to the elevator.

As we stood in the li  waiting for the doors to close, a hand slips in at

just the right moment. A pale, ring riddled hand I knew all too well.

With a sharp breath and awkward dread filling me to the brim, the

metal doors part once more to reveal Wanda, standing there in a dark

red dress under a black leather jacket. I hadn't really told Nat about

our little spat, I figured she didn't need to know every single thing I've

utterly fucked up.

"I'll just catch the next one—" Wanda stammers as she sees me,

stepping away only for Nat to wave her o .

"No, come on. Steve might go crazy if we don't all get down there

now." Nat beckons her inside, completely missing Wanda's pained

hesitance as the witch releases a small sigh— eventually giving in and

stepping inside.

"Weren't you supposed to be with Sam?" Nat hums a er a while, the

doors dinging open on the ground floor as we all head out. I

intentionally fall behind, keeping as much distance between Wanda

and I— of course, without it being glaringly obvious.

"Yeah but he le  early to... pick someone up. I don't know." I hear

Wanda reply timidly.

"That's fine, you can ride with us. We've got space for one more." Nat

instantly says, leading us out through the front doors where Steve

was waiting, leaning against a car with furrowed brows to his phone.

"Can somebody explain exactly what bluetooth is?" Steve asks,

looking genuinely confused as all three of us come to a halt before

him— looking at him with unreadable expressions as he spirals

deeper into uncertainty.

"Or not." He says, quickly moving to open both the back and

passenger door. Before I could speak up, Nat is already hopping in the

front— leaving Wanda and I no choice but to be cramped in the back

for god knows how long.

This is going to be an interesting ride.

We barely get past the gate when the silence grew to an extensive

amount. I think everybody there could feel it, I mean Wanda and I

were basically melting into opposite ends and looking like we were

an inch away from jumping out the window. Steve promptly reaches

for the stereo, flipping it on and restlessly flipping through the

channels as his face contorts negatively at the songs that would bleed

through.

"Stick to driving." Nat says as Steve sighs in defeat, retreating his

hands back to the wheel as Nat settles on a station that practically

plays jazz music— and not the good kind. It was like the elevator

music kind.

Wanda kept her eyes out the window, whole body pointed away from

me as I stole little glances. I wonder if Steve and Natasha could tell, If

they could feel the thick tension between us. I was caught between

wanting to explain and just leaving it at that, a er all this was what I

wanted. Wanda not even looking my way, not a peep of

acknowledgement. I tried to tell myself it was absolutely great, not

having her on my tail spewing questions every minute. But her dress

looked really nice and for some dumb, sadistic reason, I wanted to

tell her.

"So I heard about your room. Where do you plan on sleeping

tonight?" Steve awkwardly clears his throat, glancing at me through

the rear view as Wanda visibly sti ens in her seat, subtly turning

around to watch everything unfold.

"What exactly did you hear?" I try to keep it as casual as I could, my

body relaxed against the seat at the passing lamps and city lights

illuminate us.

"He knows." Nat chimes in flatly, as both Wanda and I spiral into

disbelief.

"You know?" We say simultaneously, only Wanda was directing her

question to Nat while mine was at Steve. The two in the front

exchange tired looks, before nodding at once.

"You knew and you were okay with it? You didn't even tell any of us?"

Wanda quickly butts in, irritation smeared onto her face as Natasha

releases a so  sigh.

"Look, she made a point. We checked the cameras, I checked every

inch of the building and nothing but her room was destroyed. To call

an alert meant putting more people in possible danger." Nat explains

calmly, shi ing to look to Wanda who clearly wasn't taking it well.

"It wasn't the most reasonable choice but it was a good one given the

circumstance. We saw how ruthless she was back in Munich, it was

smart to keep people out of her path." Steve backs up, only further

annoying Wanda who was looking at me like I had three heads.

"You're all unbelievable. She could have hurt someone— she could

have come back for me!" Wanda exclaims, distressed eyes glossing

over each of us as I sink in my spot.

She did come back for you. I wanted to say it, to rip the bandage o

and let it bleed into honesty— but I was once again frozen, finding

comfort in the receiving end of her revulsion than anything else.

But Natasha of course, had other plans.

"Why do you think she spent the night in your room?" Nat interjects

Wanda's anger, her voice still flat and calm as Wanda is rendered into

a thought, speechless and confused as she turns to me like she had

just realized something.

But I look away.

The rest of the ride plays out that way, in Steve trying so desperately

to make small talk just to ease the unbearable silence while Wanda

and I practically press ourselves as far as we could get away from

each other. I'd catch her looking sometimes, or humming to the radio

— and the words would want to fall from my lips again. So many

things I wanted to say, only none of them were destined to see the

light of day.

So I tough it out until Steve pulls into a stop at a gate that

automatically opens to reveal a mansion. Honestly, I wasn't

expecting anything less. Tony Stark reeked of luxury, of sleek

modernity and arrogance that is perfectly captured by the home

before us. The long line of cars piled into the lengthy driveway

indicated that a lot of people had already arrived and as Steve sets

the car into park, the nerves begin to kick in.

I think it was mostly the misplacement— the strong foreign feeling

that loomed over me being at such a packed event for just the sole

purpose of... socializing? entertainment? What made it even more

absurd to me was that I was going to be surrounded by people who

would have wanted me dead only months ago. But yeah, life can be

funny like that.

"You're okay?" Natasha whispers as we tread up to the front door,

Steve and Wanda just a few feet ahead as the mu led sound of music

and chatter begin to slip into clarity.

"Just a party, how bad could it be?" I o er her the best smile I could

muster, hoping not to be a problem to Natasha even for just one

night. She'd done enough in the past twenty four hours for me than

anyone would ever take the time to.

"You can stick with me. We'll shake a few hands then find some room

to talk, Steve wants to bring Tony into it just so we could figure out a

way to amp up security without alerting everyone else." Natasha

explains as we reach the already open door, leading us into a large

living room already filled with people dressed to the nines— laughing

over glasses of champagne and classical music.

"Tony? He'd never agree to that. You saw how he treated me, he

doesn't trust me." I try to keep the panic settled behind my words, my

feet only following Natasha's lead as we wane through the crowd.

"That's why Steve and I will be there. He trusts us, if we just explain—

it could work. We can't just sit back and let a breach like that go

unchecked. This is the only way." Nat says so ly, eyes rounded and

gentle as I sink into defeat.

"Fine." I nod, finding that she led us to a separate room, one with a

fireplace and significantly less people— only this one contained

familiar faces.

Steve and Wanda were already on the couch, in a conversation with

Vision and a few other people I deduct to be agents— or colleagues.

James was telling a story by the window, his animated, drink riddled

hands flew with the amusement of those who surrounded him while

Sam was talking up a woman by the bookshelves, his cool demeanor

shining through that charming smile as Nat and I walk in.

"Widow! Clint's here. Wouldn't stop asking for you, says you owe him

a drink." Sam was the first one to quip, raising a glass in our direction

as I o er him a small nod.

"Is he at the bar?" Nat calls back and Sam nods, quickly going back to

his conversation with the woman as Natasha leads me to one of the

empty loveseats.

"You want a drink? I'll bring you back something." She o ers as I

settle into place.

"Bourbon, on the rocks. Thanks." I reply, watching her walk away and

leaving me feeling like a kid at a party where she knew absolutely

nobody.

"What are you doing all the way there? Come here." Steve beckons

me over happily, his wide smile greeting me as I cross the room to

approach— pretending like I couldn't feel Wanda's eyes on me the

entire time.

"This kid right here, she's amazing with the bag. She's got fast, steady

punches. She might be as good as Nat." Steve proudly states, a beer

in his hand as I sink into the spot next to him.

"You look wonderful." Vision says to me, a small smile plastered on

his lips as he sat there in a black turtle neck and matching slacks.

"You clean up well too." I shrug, thankful that Wanda was on the

other end of the couch— which made it easier to pretend she wasn't

there at all.

"Your choice of beverage impresses me, Lexa Kovacs." A voice rings

from behind me, all eyes snapping to the source as I turn to find Tony

Stark, standing over us in a crisp, black suit and holding a glass of

what I assume to be bourbon.

"I can't help but get this feeling that we... started on the wrong foot.

Consider this an olive branch, brought a special bottle out just for

you." He extends the drink out to me, Steve glancing between us in

delighted surprise as I hesitantly peel the glass from his grip.

"Thanks." I utter cautiously, suspicious of the contrast between our

initial interaction and his sudden act of kindness, if that's what you

call it. I'd consider Tony Stark bringing me a drink a milestone, seeing

as he doesn't seem like the type to do anything for anyone other than

himself.

"I'm glad you could make it. Let me show you around, meet a few

people— Immerse you in the gathering, so they say." He holds his

hand out, the room and all the chatter dying down to a lower degree,

almost as if everyone's eyes were glued to the interaction between

us.

I look to Steve almost as though I was trying to confirm if he was

hearing it right, if I wasn't drugged and hallucinating Tony right in

front of me with a shining smile beaming down at us. Steve shrugs,

an amused glimmer in his eyes as he nods for me to take Tony's hand.

So I do, thinking that letting him parade me around would be better

than feeling like an outcast in that room.

"I'm going to cut straight to the point here." Tony leans in to whisper

as I join his side, leading us back out to the jam packed living room in

a confident stride.

"I know what happened." He finally reveals, a calmness in his tone

that nearly sends me into a panicked spiral as horror fills my eyes. He

seems to catch my reaction, waving his hand dismissively as though

to suppress my fears.

"I'm not mad. I talked to Nat. I have... the footage from your room—

or at least what was le  of it. I have to say, it was a bold choice to

keep it under wraps." He hums, waving and spewing out quick

greetings as we approach the bar, set up right at the corner of the

room.

"Your secret is safe with me. I mean, obviously we're adding security

measures but I just wanted to ask— why are you so hell bent on

finding someone who wants nothing to do with you? I just don't

understand. Is it a trauma thing? You have issues?" Tony asks

casually, like he wasn't digging at decades worth of stories that the

night couldn't even begin to unfold.

"She's my sister." I answer simply, watching as he adjusts the glasses

perched upon his nose.

"So?" He finally shrugs, swiping a drink from one of the waiter's trays

and bring it to his lips.

"She's the last person on this earth who could ever make me feel...

the way I did before all of this." I sigh, taking a swig of my own drink

and feeling the liquor coat my insides— taking some of the tension

away from such a loaded conversation.

"Would you kill her? If you had to? Let's say... she had a finger over a

button that blows up the compound. Hundreds of lives lost, including

the team. The only way to stop it is to kill her, would you?" He

promptly asks, his casual tone was so unsettling— speaking like we

were only discussing the weather.

I take a few moments to myself, my eyes finding Nat in the crowd who

already seemed to be looking our way. She nods at me, a small

reassuring smile on her lips before I turn back to Tony. I truly had no

idea what the purpose of his hypotheticals were, if it were merely

theatrical, if it was his way to decoding who I am— or if he was just

intentionally being an insensitive jackass. Either way, I was stuck. I'm

standing in his house, drinking his liquor, in his party.

So I down the bourbon before opening my mouth.

"No, I wouldn't." I truthfully say. There was no point in lying, not then

— not about that. I scan Tony's expressionless face, trying to dig at

anything that would indicate what was going on in his thoughts, if I

royally fucked up.

"I'll drop by the compound tomorrow. We can talk about strategy

there. For now, enjoy the night— loosen up a bit. It's a great party,

isn't it?" He smirks, raising his glass my way before walking o  and

leaving me at the bar, utterly confused and strangely... satisfied.

I had no idea what was to come, If my answer— my honesty just made

things worse or better. Nowadays I find it hard to actually get a grip

on what was going on, with every twist and turn holding another loop

that throws me in for a spin just when I start to feel anything other

than misplaced. With nothing but my thoughts to accompany me

once more, I slide the empty glass over to the bartender who looks on

in anticipation.

"Oh– bourbon. On the rocks." I stammer as he takes the glass, shi ing

around to prepare my drink.

"Bourbon... a drink of champions, no?" A familiar voice hits my ears,

sending chills down my spine almost by default— before my brain

could even comprehend who it belonged to.

It didn't take long for realization to struck, washing over me like a

thick, menacing tide that pulls me into its depths. One night a few

years ago that voice took over every inch of me, one night was all it

took for me to completely come undone— to etch into my memory

for a lifetime. Her voice haunted me for months a er Moscow,

slipping into even my darkest dreams and brightest days. a1

It was night I never thought i'd relive, with a woman I was sure I'd

never see again and yet when I turn to my side, there she stood— In

the most vibrantly elegant white dress and the same blonde locks

that flash back images of my fingers entangled within them. She

barely looked any di erent, still taking my breath away with a single

look. I feel all the air leave my body, blood draining from my face as

she puts on the same, award winning smile before her voice fills my

ears once more.

"The world is such a small place, mon amour." a2

Continue reading next part 
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